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It is well known that turbulent water vapour fluxes measured with closed-path eddy
covariance (EC) systems can suffer from low pass filtering by the system. The fluxes
are underestimated and need to be corrected. Recently it has been shown that the cut-
off frequency of EC systems for water vapour concentration measurement is not a
constant, but may increase exponentially with relative humidity, as an effect of water
sorption and desorption on the surfaces of the EC-system (Ibrom et al. 2007). These
effects must also lead to a cross-sensitivity between the flux measurement and the
water vapour pressure saturation deficit (D).

In order to maintain transpiration within certain boundaries forest trees often reduce
stomatal conductance at highD. This physiological control mechanism can be inves-
tigated with the help of atmospheric water vapour flux measurements. By inverting
the Penman-Monteith equation bulk stomatal conductance (gb) can be estimated from
latent and sensitive heat fluxes (λE andH, respectively) and wind measurements. We
investigate here, which effect the observed cross-sensitivity of the water vapour flux
measurement to relative humidity has on the estimation ofgb. For this we used turbu-
lent flux data from the Sorø beech forest site on Zealand, Denmark.

The correction increasedλE on average by 44% - under humid conditions much more:
the averaged low-pass filter correction factor increased from 1.15±0.05 (D > 1000



Pa), to 1.45±0.1 (500 Pa< D < 100 Pa) to 2.3±0.5 (D < 500 Pa).

The gb values from correctedλE (gc) were 1.5 times larger than those from uncor-
rectedλE (gu). However not only the average values, but also the shape of the response
to D changed. A hyperbolic curve that was fitted to the maxima fromD classes of the
relationshipgb versusD revealed that the maximum conductance ofgc was 2.6 times
larger then those ofgu. This effect was accompanied by a strongergb reduction with
increasingD. TheD value, whengb reached was reduced to 50 % of its maximum
value was 390±80 Pa forgc and 1227±261 Pa forgu. If λE were not corrected, the
sensitivity ofgb to D would be underestimated by 2/3.

The findings show impressively that flux measurements have to be carefully corrected
before they are used for biogeochemical analyses. Ibrom et al (2007) found the new
relative humidity dependency of the low-pass filter correction for water vapour also in
another completely different EC system and concluded that there will be most likely
more results from closed-path EC measurements that are affected by this systematic
error.
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